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The 4evr prisoner 
One of the longest-held prisoners in the U.S. global war on terror, Abu Zubaydah, who has 

never been charged with a crime, has been waiting 14 years for a federal judge to rule on 
his habeas corpus petition that challenges the legality of his detention. On October 6th the 
Supreme Court heard arguments on a separate case: Zubaydah’s request that he be permitted 
to take testimony from the two CIA contractors who oversaw his torture.


The Trump administration intervened to block public disclosure about how Zubaydah was treat-
ed while in U.S. custody, or even where he was held, and the Biden administration is continu-
ing the fight. In its Supreme Court briefs, the administration has cited an array of arguments 
against allowing the two men to be deposed, citing the state secrets privilege, which shields 
highly sensitive government information from being revealed in civil litigation.


Zubaydah’s case has reached the Supreme Court circuitously, beginning with an investigation in 
Poland five years ago into whether any of its government officials were complicit in Zubaydah’s 
detention and torture. The United States has refused to cooperate with the Polish prosecutors, 
citing national security concerns.


The Polish investigators asked for help from Zubaydah’s lawyer, who in turn sought to take the 
depositions of psychologists James Mitchell and Bruce Jessen. Paid more than $80 million, 
they were the principal architects of the CIA’s “enhanced interrogation techniques” — the 
agency’s euphemism for waterboarding prisoners, slamming them against walls, forcing them 
into a coffin-sized box, depriving them of sleep for days at a time and other forms of torture. 
Zubaydah was the first prisoner on whom Mitchell and Jessen tested their techniques, according 
to a Senate Intelligence Committee report released in 2014.


After the CIA seized Zubaydah in Pakistan in March 2002 and secretly took him to a black site in 
Thailand, Bush administration officials asserted that he was al-Qaida’s third-highest-ranking 
leader. The government has since acknowledged that he was not a senior terrorist leader and 
that he had no known connection to the 9/11 attacks. He had been in and out of Afghanistan 
and Pakistan for nearly a decade and had suffered a serious head injury while fighting against 
the Soviet-backed government. Intelligence officials concluded he was more of a facilitator, pro-
viding false passports, housing and other arrangements for men, some potential terrorists, who 
moved between the two countries.


“He wasn’t hatching plots and giving orders,” Robert Grenier, the CIA station chief in Islamabad 
when Zubaydah was being monitored and eventually seized, wrote in his book: 88 Days to Kan-
dahar. “I did not expect that he would know the time or place of the next attack.” However, in 
Washington, CIA officials were convinced that Zubaydah knew about plans to attack the United 
States, and Mitchell was determined to extract the information, according to declassified docu-
ments.


After being waterboarded 83 times in Thailand, Zubaydah had still not revealed any “action-
able intelligence,” cables from Thailand to Langley reported. Later, interrogators would con-
clude he knew nothing about al-Qaida’s plans. 

In December 2002, when journalists began asking questions about a black site in Thailand, it 
was shut down, and Zubaydah was secretly transferred to Poland.


For years, the Polish government denied the existence of a CIA detention site. But after the 
2014 Senate Intelligence report and after the European Court for Human Rights ruled in 2015 
that it was “beyond a reasonable doubt” that Zubaydah had been held in Poland, Polish prose-
cutors began their investigation. Invoking a mutual legal assistance treaty, which commits each 
country to support the other’s criminal investigations, Warsaw asked Washington for assistance. 
Their request went unanswered.


Joseph Margulies, one of Zubaydah’s American lawyers, realized that the Polish investigation 
offered an opportunity to make public at least some of what had been done to his client at the 
black sites and might lead to his release. Invoking a federal law that allows an interested party to 
gather evidence in support of a foreign investigation, he asked a court to compel the depositions 
of Mitchell and Jessen. The Trump administration immediately intervened. It asserted the state 
secrets privilege to block the depositions, contending that the testimony would formally confirm 
or deny that the CIA operated a clandestine detention center in Poland.


As the Bureau of Investigative Journalism, a nonprofit organization in London, put it in a brief 
recently filed with the Supreme Court in support of Zubaydah, “Study after study, report after 
report, emerging from the CIA, DOJ and SSCI, along with flight record after flight record, 

flight invoice after invoice, have confirmed, in graphic and granular detail, what the world 
already knows: that the CIA had black sites in Thailand, Poland, Romania, Lithuania, Af-
ghanistan and Guantánamo Bay.” 

Even the former Polish President Aleksander Kwaśniewski has acknowledged that the CIA had 
set up a black site in his country. “Of course, everything took place with my knowledge,” he told 
Poland’s leading newspaper, Gazeta Wyborcza, in 2012. “The President and the Prime Minister 
agreed to the intelligence co-operation with the Americans, because this was what was required 
by national interest.” 

None of this has slowed the U.S. government’s efforts to avoid acknowledging what is now ac-
cepted fact. In their briefs, government lawyers argue that the Polish site, if it ever existed, re-
mains a state secret because the federal government has never officially admitted to its exis-
tence. They contend that all those public reports and statements could be part of a CIA disin-
formation campaign. 


The government’s Supreme Court brief relies primarily on United States v. Reynolds, a 1953 case 
regarding the crash of an Air Force B-29 near Waycross, Georgia. When the families of three 
civilian engineers killed in the crash sought a copy of the accident report and witness state-
ments, the Air Force refused to turn over the documents, asserting that they contained classified 
information about a secret mission. In a landmark decision, the Supreme Court upheld the gov-
ernment’s claim and, for the first time, formally recognized the state secrets privilege.


Forty-seven years later, the Air Force declassified the documents. They contained no reference 
to a secret mission. Instead, the report told a horror story of incompetence, bungling, and 
tragic error.


Raymond Bonner 
propublica.org
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  Collateral Damage:   

 GI Suicides         
Suicide rates among active military personnel and veterans of the post-9/11 
wars are reaching new peaks. according to a report by The Costs of War 
Project at Brown University, a team of over 50 scholars, legal experts, human 
rights practitioners, and physicians, which began its work in 2010. 

The report, using governmental data, secondary literature, and interviews to 
document a suicide epidemic that is emerging among post-9/11 fighters as part 
of a broader mental health crisis. 

At least four times as many active duty personnel and war veterans of 
post-9/11 conflicts have died of suicide than in combat, as an estimated 
30,177 have died by suicide as compared with the 7,057 killed in post-9/11 war 
operations. The report notes that the increasing rates of suicide for both veter-
ans and active duty personnel are outpacing those of the general population - 
an alarming shift, as suicide rates among service members have historically 
been lower than suicide rates among the general population. 

The report finds that these high suicide rates are caused by multiple factors, 
including risks inherent to fighting in any war such as high exposure to trauma, 
stress, military culture and training, continued access to guns, and the difficulty 
of reintegrating into civilian life. But the study finds that there are factors unique 
to the post-9/11 era, including a huge increase in exposure to improvised ex-
plosive devices (IEDs), an attendant rise in traumatic brain injuries (TBIs), and 
modern medical advances that have allowed service members to survive these 
and other physical traumas and return to the frontlines in multiple deployments. 
The combination of multiple traumatic exposures, chronic pain, and lasting 
physical wounds is linked to suicidal behaviors. 

Additionally, the sheer length of the war has kept service members in the fight 
longer, providing more opportunities for traumatic exposure, and fueling a grow-
ing disapproval and ignorance among the public that has only enhanced veter-
ans' difficulty finding belonging and self-worth as they reintegrate in society. 


Thomas H. Suitt, III

Is There a Medicine for Melancholy? 
To all y’all who believe that after 

we’ve jinkered everything up 
here on Turtle Island we can 

shoot off in rocket ships and go 
colonize some other little sky rock 

why don’t you just go now 
and save the rest of us 

skeptics and heretics  
a lot of grief? 

If animals don’t have souls 
how would I recognize mine 

if I bumped into it in a dark alley? 
Think I’ll go watch snowballs melt in hell. 

Crystalline formations are not my bailiwick 
but this looks like hexagonal close-packed to me. 

Ruminants have the right idea: 
don’t leave anything to chance -  

chew it up five or six times 
before committing to the fourth stomach. 

Next time someone proclaims,  
“Now Is not the time," reply,  

“Now is the only time.” 
I’ve developed a particular  

fondness for aardvarks - 
their talents vastly under-appreciated, 

in my not-so-humble opinion. 
And on the subject of opining - oh hell, 

I forgot the point but the point 
Is  often beside the point  

especially in a dark alley. 
Here, kitty kitty. 

Tanya Mary Gaines, winter/spring 2019


